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Mcdonalds Fairies And Dragons - Game If anyone could help me out that would be great!!! Thanks in advance A: You need a valid Steam account to get this game: To play, you need to register an account with the publisher, and then follow its instructions. Check your steam library and try to see if any of the available copies of this game has been bought from there. You may find it in another library if you bought it used. A:
This is a direct download link for you to play the game from the Steam client on Mac. 1) Open Steam client 2) Click on "Downloads" 3) In the left sidebar, click on "Games" and then "Your Games" 4) In the top left, type McDonald's Fairies and Dragons and click on "Search". 5) You should see the game listed at the top as well as be able to select it in the list to download it 6) Click on the down arrow on the right side of the
game title to download it. You should be able to select the game from there. Have fun playing! Q: Change the time format of a string in Python Say I have a list of strings like this: var = ['07.00 - 07.45', '08.55 - 10.00', '09.20 - 12.00', '10.50 - 15.00'] I want to convert these strings to be like this: ['7:00 - 7:45', '8:55 - 10:00', '9:20 - 12:00', '10:50 - 15:00'] What is the most pythonic way of achieving this? Thanks! A: I think you
could first strip out the - 0. from the following string. And then call strftime to covert to the desired format. Ex:- import datetime inputStrings = ['07.00 - 07.45', '08.55 - 10.00', '09.20 - 12.00', '10.50 - 15.00'] for input in inputStrings: inputStr = input.replace('-', ':') duration = datetime.datetime.strptime(inputStr 82138339de
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